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Intercultural competence definition

●

“Intercultural competence is the ability to
interact effectively with people from
cultures that we recognize as being
different from our own” (Guilherme, 2004:
297)
Sarah Boye, Michael Byram (2019). Language Awareness and
the Acquisition of Intercultural Communicative Competence In
The Routledge Handbook of Language Awareness

But wait!

●

●

We need to understand what we teach for
before we decide what we should teach
Therefore we need to
1) think about situations and their contexts for
communication
2) Identify competences necessary for participation in
these situation

●

This is the topic of today’s talk

Prototypical Situation Oriented Curriculum
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General didactics
Aims and objectives

Situation analyses

Implementation

Politics
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Politics

Signs of learning

Situation design
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Instructional design

Standards Design

Subject didactics
Bundsgaard, J. (2011). The missing link—Prototypiske situationer som didaktisk kategori. Nordic Journal of Digital Literacy, 6(Special_issue), 295–308.

Today’s question

●

How can language education (related to
mother tongue, second languages, and
foreign languages) contribute to friendly
and fair cooperation within and across
places, regions and nations, ethnicity,
gender/sex, and age and to a fruitful
childhood, creativeness and democracy?

The grand challenges and potentials

Three contexts of participation &
language learning

Bundsgaard, J., Lindø, A. V., Bang, J. Chr. (2012). Communicative
Competences and Language Learning in an Ecological Perspective. The
Triple Contexts of Participation and Language Learning from Childhood to
Adulthood. Critical Literacy, 6(1), 46–57.

Cultural contexts
• Culture is
–
–
–
–

a group of inter-connected persons
with shared traditions (ways of doing, thinking, valuing, aiming)
and artifacts (tools, laws, institutions)
and often physical places and spaces.

• In this way a culture can be regarded
– a homogeneous unit where members are assimilated and conform to the common
traditions;
– But core contradictions constitute the relations of the members and thus a culture is a
dynamic unit.

• Cultures can encompass cultures
– An ethnic group can encompass villages encompassing families.
– Historically cultures developed in more or less closed circles with more or less frequent
exchange with other cultures.
– Today most cultures are highly interrelated due to the globalized market and
communication.

Three proto-contexts
• Intra-cultural contexts

– Contexts where the participants share deep
identifications and understandings
– family, tribe, peers;
– in some connections: the ethnic, religious, national
groups

• Trans-cultural contexts
– Members of two distinct cultures (families, villages,
ethnic groups, etc.) meet outside of formalized
meeting places
– Or where the formal frames do not meet their
goals

• Inter-cultural contexts
– institutions which in formalized ways organizes the
interaction between cultures
– the state, school
– the international market
– the international organizations (EU, OECD, FN)

Intra-cultural Contexts

●

Deep semantics
–

Living metaphors

–

Values ingrained in
language

●

Developed in the
family, in the peer
communities, and
at a wider level in
books, movies, TV
shows

Were you brought into this world with a bang?

Its a genre: “Banging books”

https://jakobkragh.blogspot.com/2013/10/elle-belle-bolle-og-de-andre.html

What happens with “waste”?

https://www.wwf.dk/kaemper-for/plastikfri-natur/

Waste?

●

Waste

●

Litter

●

Rubbish

●

Trash

●

Garbage

●

Refuse

●

●

What is the deep
semantics of
waste?
What is the
consequences of
using words like
these?

What does a word mean?

Bang, J. C.; Døør, J.; Steffensen, S.V. & Nash, J. (2007). Language, Ecology and Society. London: Continuum.

Global Intra-cultural contexts

●

●

The academic community
Progressivism (anti-sexism, BLM, #Metoo,
Woke, etc.)

●

Patriotism (national pride)

●

Fan communities

Trans-cultural contexts

• Situations where
participants act from
different cultural bases
– Due to differences in age,
ideology, religion, gender, place
…
– these bases can shift during an
encounter – suddenly the
participants can experience a
hitherto unnoticed difference, and
start acting from this base

• Challenge of establishing a
common ground of participation
and communication.
• One of the most critical tasks for
individuals and groups in the
highly globalized societies of
today.
• Participants must transcend
their own cultural background in
order to develop a common
ground where a new language is
created, a language which
integrates the cultures at play.

My culture is NOT your goddamn prom dress!

An example of a trans-cultural meeting
●

Four women meet at a Thanksgiving dinner at a East-cost university
–

Bianca: German, proud to talk about the new German born pope

–

Michiko (Uryu): Japanese, the researcher.

–

Kayo: Japanese

Michiko Uryu, Sune V. Steffensen, Claire Kramsch (2014): The ecology of intercultural interaction: timescales, temporal ranges

Playback session

●

●

●

●

A crisis that is not dissolved in the first
situation

●

Bianka gets the chance to explain her
experience of the situation
Bianka recollect how her previous meetings
with Americans have been, and characterize
their prejudices on that basis.

●

●

In this case the interview helps the
participants to establish a common ground to
get an understanding of the other’s individual
meaning of a sensitive concept (Nazi).
This will make it possible for them to talk
about the different individual meanings, and
maybe find a way to take care of the other.
But: Sometimes the situation will not end in
such harmony. Maybe Michiko will not accept
that she shall avoid to use the word Nazi
about the pope – she might find it important
to address the opportunism of Germans
before and during the war. In that case the
participants will have to find a more
conflictual, but also potentially more fruitful
and educative way of interacting.

Michiko Uryu, Sune V. Steffensen, Claire Kramsch (2014): The ecology of intercultural interaction: timescales, temporal ranges

Matrix of core contradictions

Bang, J. C.; Døør, J.; Steffensen, S.V. & Nash, J. (2007). Language, Ecology and Society. London: Continuum.

Inter-cultural Contexts

●

●

●

The result of trans-cultural
meetings
Institutions
–

State & local authorities

–

School

Bürgerliche Öffentlichkeit (Civic
Public)

●

Hegemonic

●

Rules-based

●

Generalized/Institutionalized
values & ideologies

●

Inter-cultural
languages
–

National Standard
Language

–

English, Arabic,
Mandarin Chinese,
Spanish

Some prototypical characteristics of the triple
contexts of participation and language learning

Process

Relation

Intracultural

Homogenization
Identity

Ethics

Intercultural

Equilibration
Categorization

Transcultural

Heterogenization
Identification

Prototypical
communication

Function

Approach

Participation

Conversation
Deep semantics

Ritualization

Solidarity
(closed)

Assimilation &
differentiation

Politics

Discourse
Formal semantics

Legalization

Loyalty

Negotiation & war

Crisis

Dialogue
Creative semantics

Globalization

Solidarity
(open)

Integration &
alienation

No pole of the triple contexts is inertly
good
●

Staying in either pole easily leads to negative results

●

Staying in the intra-cultural pole:

●

●

–

Monopolization of truth

–

Xenophobia

Staying in the inter-cultural pole:
–

Certification

–

Technologization

Staying in the trans-cultural pole:
–

Rootlessness

Dialectics of homogenization, categorization,
and heterogenization
• Homogenization
– Learning to speak in homeliness contexts assimilating oneself into
the language and world view of mother and father, the local
community and the regional tribe.

• Categorization
– Learning to negotiate in the common room of local, regional,
national and international societies, in the institutional contexts of
bureaucratic discourse.

• Heterogenization
– Learning to integrate differences and oppositions of language and
world views locally, regionally, globally, in order to be a part of a
dialogue of change and solidarity.

Three languages
●

●

Democratic literacy education relates to all three contexts
Supports children and students in the development of
languages and literacies related to the dominant languages
and communication practices of each context:
–

Mother tongue(s)

–

Neutral languages

–

●

Specialized languages (technical, administrative, bureaucratic, etc.),

●

Standard national language,

●

Lingua franca (English, Arabic, Mandarin)

Local and global common languages
●

Created in situ

Local and global common languages
●

●

●

Created in the situation to communicate and
mediate experiences and insights.
In order to be able to communicate with
strangers or friends with another mother tongue
(another dialect, language, cultural or social
background, etc.)
Sometimes with the use of body language, some
times using versions of English, some times with
a national standard language etc.

Educational aim and objectives
●

Sense and sensitivity
–

●

Discourse
–

●

To support the student's development of sensitive sympathetic insight into the meaning and sense
of other people's utterances. Further development of the deep semantics.
To support the student's mastery of the 'neutral' language of core institutional contexts.
Argumentation, reasoning, criticizing.

Dialogue
–

To support the student's development of the principles of democratic dialogue:
0) Who is participating in the situation?
1) What is shared in the situation?
2) What are the differences between the participants?
2b) What are the individual characteristics of the participants (“særhed”)?
3) How can we construct an experiment to develop our common practice in healthy directions and overcome
oppositions?

Some thoughts about teaching

Using literature

●

To (deeply) experience other people’s perspectives,
experiences, values, relationships
–

●

To identify similarities and differences between “me” and
“the other”
–

●

(not to educate literature scholars/researchers)

To reflect on how to live with these differences (and similarities, of course)

To inquire into similarities and differences of the deep
semantics of words and concepts
–

To develop ways to communicate with the knowledge of these differences

Using the cultures present in the classroom
(and its context)
●

●

●

Eliciting the participants’ knowledge of languages and
their relations to cultures and people using these
languages
Giving room for participants to identify their own deep
semantics
–

to develop an even deeper understanding and celebration of their cultural
background

–

and to reflect upon, and critique, the relationship to values, ideologies.

Keep in mind that each person is part of many interrelated
(potential conflicting) cultures

Intercultural competence definition

●

“Intercultural competence is the ability to
interact effectively with people from
cultures that we recognize as being
different from our own” (Guilherme, 2004:
297)
Sarah Boye, Michael Byram (2019). Language Awareness and
the Acquisition of Intercultural Communicative Competence In
The Routledge Handbook of Language Awareness
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